Jewish Philosophy

**Ancient Period**

Pilo

**Jewish Kalam**

Dawud al Maqammis, The Twenty Chapters

Rav Saadia Gaon, Sefer Emunot ve-deot

**Classic Rationalism**

Rabbi Abraham ibn Daud

Rabbi Moshe Ben Maimon (Maimonides/Rambam)

- The Code of Maimonides (Mishneh Torah) especially the Book of Knowledge and the Book of Love
- Sefer Moreh HaNevukhim (Hebrew- ibn Tibbon Trans.)
- Doctor Perplexus (Latin, Trans. Used by Thomas Aquinas)
- Les Guides Des Egaires (French, Trans. Shlomo Monk)
  

Rabbi Isaac Albalag

- Emendation of the Opinions (late 13th C.)

Rabbi Yosef ibn Kaspi

- A Refining Pot for Silver (before 1331)

Rabbi Moses Narbonne

- Treatise on Choice (1362)

Rabbi Levi ben Gerson (Gersonides)

- The Wars of the Lord/ Sefer Milhamot Ha-Shem

Rabbi Hasdai Crescas (anti-Aristotelian Rationalist)

- Ohr Adoshem (The Light of the L-rd) (1410)

Rabbi Abraham Bivach (Bibago), The Way of Faith (mid 15th C.)
Mystical (Neo-Platonic tendencies)

Rabbi Isaac Israeli,

The book of Definitions
The Mantua Text (Chapter on the Elements)
The Book on Spirit and Soul

Rabbi Solomon ibn Gabirol

Sefer Mekor Hayyim (Hebrew rediscovered by Solomon Munk) or Fons Vital (Latin)

Rabbi Bahya ibn Pakuda

Rabbi Judah HaLevy

Sefer Kuzari: The book of Refutation and Proof on Behalf of the Despised Religion

Rabbi Abraham ibn Ezra

Long Commentary on Exodus
Yesod Emunah

Nachmanides (Ramban)

Rabbi Don Isaac Abrabanel

The Works of God (1501)
Commentary on Joshua (1484)

Jewish Philosophy in the Itaian Renaissance (for more see David Ruderman, Robert Bonfil, and Moshe Idel)

Rabbi Elijah del Medigo

The Examination of the True Religion (1496)

Rabbi Leone Ebreo (Rabbi Judah Abrabanel)

Dialogues on Love (1502)

Rav Ovadia Sforno

Light of the Peoples (1537)

Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luzzatto
Mesilat yesharim : ... Derekh ‘ets hayim

Luzzatto, Moshe Ḥayyim, 1707-1747 (see separate library guide)

**Early Modern Era (Eastern European Ashkenaz)**

Maharal
- Netivot Olam
- Netzah Yisrael
- Gevurath HaShem
- Etc.

Rabbi Yakov Emden
Rabbi Yonathan Ebetshutz
Nodah BiYehudah
Chasam Sofer

**Modern Era**

**Religious perspective**

Baal Shem Tov
Maggid of Mezeritch
Vilna Gaon
Rabbi Chaim of Volozhin
The Alter of Slovadka

**Secular bent**

Benedictus Spinoza (Amsterdam)
- Tractatus Theologico- Politicus
- The Ethics

Moses Mendelssohn
Jerusalem

Morgenstuden

The Phaedon or on the Immortality of the Soul (influence of Plato

S Phaedon

Kantian Jewish Philosophy
Solomon Formstecher
Samuel Hirsch
Nachman Krochmal
Solomon Ludwig Steinheim
Hermann Cohen

Die Religion der Vernunft Aus Dem Quellen Des Judentums

Early 19th Century Jewish Philosophy
Moritz Lazarus

Ethics of Judaism

Naphtali Herz Wessely

Mordecai Gumpel Schwaber

Leo Baeck

Das Wesen Des Judentum

Franz Rosenzweig (Hegelian Influence)

Die Stern Der Erloesung

Das Neues Denken

Martin Buber

Ich und Du

Tales of the Hasidim

The Knowledge of Man
Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel

The Sabbath
The Prophets
Maimonides
Man is Not Alone
A Passion for Truth

Leo Strauss

Persecution and the Art of Writing
Philosophie und Gesetz (Philosophy and Law)

Emmanuel Levinas

Difficile Liberte (Modern Zionism and Messianism)
Quatres Lectures Talmudique
Cinq Lectures Talmudique
Au Dela le Verse (Talmudic Readings)

Jacques Derrida

Le Dieu Qui Vient L’Idee (God who comes to the Idea)

Emil Fackenheim

To Mend the World

Rabbi David Hartmann

Heart of Many Rooms
Maimonides and Philosophic Quest
Love and Terror in the G-d Encounter

Some 20th Century Jewish Religious Philosophers

Rav Shimshon Raphael Hirsch

Rav J.B. Soloveitchik
The Halakhic Mind
Halakhic Man
The Lonely Man of Faith
Kol Dodi Dofek
On Teshuvah

(see Rav Soloveitchik library guide- much being published post-humously)

Rabbi Avraham Kook

Be’er Eliyahu : ḥeleḳ sheni : perush le-ve’ur ha-Gera ‘al Hilkhōt ‘edut u-teḥilat Hilkhōt halva’ah
Be’ure ha-Re’iyah : le-Firke Avot
Igrot ha-Re’iyah
Igerot (letters)
Da’at Kohen : teshuvot be-hilkhōt Shulḥan-‘aruḵ Yoreh-de’ah
‘Eder ha-yeḳar, ye-‘Ikve ha-tson
‘En ayah : ‘al agadot Hazal shebe-‘En Ya’akov
Shabat ha-aret : hilkhōt shevī’t ; ‘Ets hadar : ha-yītaron asher la-etrogim ha-keshirim ha-meshuma

Gold from the land of Israel : a new light on the weekly Torah portion from the writings of Rabbi Ab

Hagadah shel Pesah : ‘im perush ‘Olat Re’iyah

Mitsyat Re’iyah : berure ye-ḥidushe halakhōt ye-he’arot le-‘inyene arba’ah ḥelke Ṭur ye-Shulḥan-‘aru

Igrot la-Re’iyah : kevutsat miktavim shel gedole ha-zeman el tel-talpiyot maran ha-Rav Avraham Yits
‘Eder ha-yeḳar, ye-‘Ikve ha-tson
Kevatsim mi-ketav yad ḳodsho
In the desert--a vision : (Midbar Shur) : thoughts on the portion of the week and the holidays deliv
Milon ha-Re’iyah : ‘arakhim u-munaḥim be-khitve ha-Rav R. Avraham Yitshak ha-Kohen Kuk

Orot ha-Torah : 13 peraḵim ‘al ‘erekh ha-Torah, limudah ye-hadrakhatah ; Orot ha-teshuvah : 17 pera

War and peace : the teachings of HaRav Avraham Yitzhak HaCohen Kook

Orot ha-ḳodesh : ‘ašarah ma’amarot ye-shiv‘ah she’arim

Rabbi Kook’s Philosophy of repentance : a translation of Orot ha-teshuvah

Orot : orot ha-teḥiyah

Mar’eh Kohen : demuto ye-haguto shel ha-Rav Avraham Yitshak ha-Kohen Kuk, zatsal

Rabbi Isidore Twerski

Rabad of Posquières : a twelfth-century Talmudist

Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra : studies in the writings of a twelfth-century Jewish polymath

Studies in medieval Jewish history and literature

Halakhah ye-hagut : kaye yesod ba-mishnato shel ha-Rambam

Jewish thought in the seventeenth century

Be’erot Yitzhak : studies in memory of Isadore Twersky

Le-zikhro shel Yitshak Tverski : devarim she-ne’emru bi-melot sheloshim le-moto

Me’ah she’arim : ‘iyunim be-‘olamam ha-ru’hani shel Yiśra’el bi-yeme ha-benayim : le-zekher Yitshak

Rabbi Mark Angel

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks

Modern Musar
Rabbi Israel Salanter
Ohr Yisrael

Rabbi Zundel of Salant

Rabbi Yitzchak Blaser

Rabbi Naftali Amsterdam

Rabbi Simchah Zisel Ziev

Rabbi Eliezer Gordon

Rabbi Jacob Joseph

Rabbi Eliyahu Dessler

Miktav Eliyahu (in English see Strive for Truth)

Zionist Ideological Philosophers

Rabbi Yehudah Alkalai 1798-1878

The Third Redemption

Rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kalishcher 1795-1874

A Natural Beginning of the Redemption

The Holiness of Labor on the Land

Moses Hess 1812-1875

Rome and Jerusalem

Elieer Ben Yehudah 1858-1923

Moses Leib Lilienblum

Leo Pinsker 1821-1891

Auto-Emancipation

Max Nordau

Zionism

Ahad Ha-am
Flesh and Spirit

On Nationalism and Religion

Hayyim Nahman Bialik

Religion is the source of Jewish Nationalism

Samuel Hayyim Landau

Toward an Explanation of our ideology

Judah Leon Magnes

Like all the nations?

Martin Buber

Hebrew Humanism

Louis Dembit Brandeis

The Jewish Problem and How to Solve it

Rabbi Meir Bar Ilan (1880-1949)

What kind of life should we create in Eretz Israel?

Vladimir Jabotinsky

Evidence submitted to the Palestine Royal Commission

Chaim Weizmann

Zionism needs a living Content

Rabbi Avraham Kook

Rabbi David Hartman

Eliezer Schweid

S. Avineri

The Making of Modern Zionism, the Intellectual Origins of the Jewish State

Menachem Kellner,

Must a Jew Believe anything?